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About This Game

WARNING: This is a text game and requires a lot of reading. Introducing the latest, proper interactive fiction game from
CoaguCo Industries.

Story 4 is now out and Story 1 is now free! The last story of the series has finally dropped. Follow Aloysius as he witnesses
the end of Marsch's tale, the beginning of Madelyn's, and finds out what really happened to Dr. Stansfield. Also, Story 1 is now

available, in full, for free. Click the demo button to get it!

You are about to uncover four twisted tales of misadventure surrounding people connected, in some way, by the late Dr. Cyrus
Stansfield's cloning machine. Within these stories you must face the ethical dilemmas and possible fortune while guiding each

character to their own end.

The story takes place in the city of Starkham; the same location as One Way To Die and The Dope Game, and features
recognizable places and characters spanning both games. Owners of previous games will get alternate story chunks unlocked as

well.

In the proper fashion of text adventures, the player starts a story and navigates by making decisions at certain times to move
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forward. Each decision has a variety of outcomes and consequences, many of which have randomized elements to them. Before
the start of each story, the player is given the opportunity to change various elements about the story, similar to Mad Libs. These

changes will move forward with each story as the player progresses.

The game comes with four stories which are released in episodic fashion:

Story One
The Addict follows the nephew of Dr. Stansfield, Marsch, after he gets out of rehab and inherits his uncle's mansion and lab.

Will he fall back to old habits and ruin this opportunity or will he take advantage of it and finally improve his life while
continuing the family legacy?

Story Two
The Doctor reveals exactly what happened to Dr. Stansfield leading to his nephew taking over. How did he die? Did he even

actually die at all?

Story Three
The Neighbor follows a little girl, Madelyn, who stumbles into the lab after it has been condemned following the nephew's

untimely mistakes. She also falls victim to the cloning machine and must not only clear her good name but stop her clone from
doing further damage.

Story Four
The Clone is about Aloysius, one of the clones who survives Marsch's failed experiment, who tries to make sense of everything

that happened since then as well as unravel the mystery of Dr. Stansfield's death.

The game launched with story one, The Addict, with the additional stories to follow as episodic updates.

The game also keeps track of various statistics, both personal and global, such as decisions made, random events encountered,
and wins/losses over games played. Progress on each story's branches is also kept so the player can use it to experience all the

different outcomes for each one, if they choose.

There are also a total of twenty-five achievements broken up among the stories, five each, as well as five global ones.
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Title: Raise Your Own Clone
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Either Intel or AMD, 1.6 GHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Depends on if you want to hear

English
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Its like your driving on ice.. ive played some bad racing games. Well this one tops it off. omg horrible.Did a 6 year old code this
overnight?With his mom?. Not bad for a little city builder but right now the experience is a bit shallow. Wait until it's out of
EA.. The graphics in the cutscenes and gameplay didn't render correctly, and I can't play the game like that.. not enough content.
but if you have 5 bucks and a few friends then it might be fun for a few minutes.. The game had potential but after years of
waiting and no third chapter no word on developer of continuing it and seeming that they've stopped selling the season and for a
long time went to only selling the first two chapters now I can't even see a thing for buying it at all and with not a single word to
anyone I'd say we can say this is dead. Now whatever the case they failed to deliver the full game have failed to refund people
who paid for the entire game leaving the only option to contact steam who only offered a partial refund to cover the unreleased
chapters and they failed to deliver any word. They could have said they couldn't deliver it. Sure, not easy news to deliver but all
this time of silence after making false promises doesn't help their case. Do not expect a full and complete story from this game
as at this point it seems they've given up on it.. I'm a fan of point and click games, as well as Sherlock Holmes, but this game
was an absolute chore to get through. The story didn't flow right, the mechanics were clunky, and the puzzles were either
unintuitive or too easy.
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i like easy poser more but artpose is ok for now helps me with my drawing gets the job done 7 out of 10. This is my childhood
in a nutshell and is worth it for the nostalgia trip alone!. purchased tundra and installed does not show up in game. I have the
same issue I had with the original game. It looks at your cards and then bets accordingly. Example I have a pair of cards in the
hole. Computer will fold if even challenged. Another example computer gets a crap hand and then raises me when I have the
better hold cards. Computer ends up with a flush. The computer knows in advance if its going to win or not and bets against
that. So basically it doesnt matter if you show your cards at the end of the hand or not the computer knows exactly what you
have. So instead of being a game of skill it becomes a random game that depends entirely on the computer allowing you to win.
Just for the record I have played online and in real life poker. I suppose if you want to learn the basic rules of poker its good for
that. Other wise the game is just a waste of time.. I got this for my wife. She loves any games where you have to solve puzzles.
This sounded like the game for her, but she really did not like it. This game is basically a dumbed down version of Clue. She
thought it was boring, not challenging, and made her motion sick due to the first person view. She said the first person wouldn't
have been an issue except that anytime the player moves from one room to the other the transitions are unneccesarily long and
the turns are fast. In fact, my wife had only "found" about 1\/2 the items\/people, when she was so sick that she just guessed at
the person\/place\/weapon to end the game. And she guessed it right! My wife said even though it was only a couple of bucks, it
was a waste of time and money. I wouldn't get this if I were you.
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